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It is well known that the Rav, Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, perhaps more
successfully than any other figure in our generation, employs general litera-
ture and philosophy to elucidate Jewish texts and concepts.' The Rav ilus-
trates aspects of homo religiosis' consciousness with the aid of Kierkegaard
and others,2 establishes a model for Halakhic Man which parallels the work
of a mathematician,3 and utilizes a Bergsonian notion of time to explain
kedushat zman, the sanctity of time.4 In all of the aforementioned examples,
the Rav openly acknowledges his debt to these thinkers as he reformulates
their ideas in Torah categories.

Several writers5 have noted another explicit source of influence on
the Rav: Max Scheler's work on repentance.6 Scheler (1874-1928), a
German phenomenologist who believed in a "logic of the heart," devel-
oped ideas that had great appeal for religious thinkers in general and for
the German Jewish cbmmuunity associated with the Hildesheimer seminary
in particular. Alexander Altmann7 wrote his doctoral dissertation at the
University of Berlin on the cognitive value Scheler assigned to our emo-
tions. Rabbis Joseph Wohlgemuth8 and Yehiel Yaakov Weinberg9 both
based their writings on repentance on Scheler's discussion of the subject.

The Rav cites Scheler several times in his discussion of repentance in
Halakhic Man.lO The fifth chapter of AI haTeshuva,l1 (a series of Rabbi
Soloveitchik's lectures on teshuva presented by Pinhas Peli) is similar to the
discussion in Halakhic Man and an analysis of it also reveals Scheler's influ-
ence.

We shall attempt here to show how the Rav draws on Scheler's for-
mulations, uses them to decipher a difficult Talmudic passage regarding
teshuva, and produces a better philosophical and psychological understand-
ing of repentance. We shall then investigate the echo of Scheler's works in
the broader context of the Rav's thought.

The Yerushalmi (Makkot 2:6) presents a striking dialogue:

It was inquired of Wisdom, "What is the punishment of a sinner?" Wisdom
said "Evil pursues the wicked." It was asked of prophecy, "What is the punish-
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ment of a sinner?" Prophecy said to them, "The sinful soul shall perish." It was
asked of the Holy One, "What is the punishment of a sinner?", and He said,
"Let him repent and he wil be forgiven."

This talmudic passage underscores the difficulties in understanding
repentance. Both wisdom and prophecy reject any possibility for the sinner
to absolve himself of his transgression. It remains for God Himself to affirm
the worth of teshuva. We ordinarily assume that what's done is done and
that the past is irrevocable. Indeed, the repentant sinner should resolve to
improve in the future, but why torment him with the guilt of an unalterable
past? Furthermore, our sense of justice demands that acts of wickedness
not be dismissed cavalierly without some retribution. Would a civil court
allow regret to completely obviate the need for punishment?

Many philosophers concur with the voice of wisdom in the Yerush aIm i.

Spinoza 12 and others regard repentance as worthless or even harmfuL.

Spinoza writes that "repentance is no virtue, and does not spring from rea-
son; but whosoever repents a deed is doubly oppressed and incapable."B

Kant14 expressed the diffculties in understanding repentance from a
perspective peculiar to his own thought. His conception of freedom man-
dated that virtue can be exercised only by the person himself; neither his
fellow man nor God can vicariously atone for him. Thus, any achievement
of atonement must be deserved by the sinner himself. However, Kant also
believes that man must fulfil his duty, the categorical imperative, at all
times. Therefore, man can never achieve the extra credit necessary to make
up for old debts.

Having asserted the futility of repentance, these writers then attempt
to trace the psychological forces that spawned such a pointless concept.
One view sees repentance as the "hereditary echo of earlier experiences of
punishment."15 Memory of previous punishment has instilled within us a
fear of further pain; we wish that we had not done that. We now call this
wish "conscience."16

Nietzsche suggests a more extreme hypothesis. Scheler's summation
of this theory17 states that bad conscience arose "when passions of hate,
revenge, cruelty and spite of all kinds, which once were allowed free play
against fellowmen, came to be dammed in by state, law and civilization,
and thereupon turned for their satisfaction against the life-matter of those
who felt them." In Nietzsche's own words "Lacking external enemies and
resistances, and confined within an oppressive narrowness and regularity,
man began rending, persecuting, terrifying himself like a wild beast hurling
itself against the bars of its cage."18

Some religious thinkers,19 particularly in the Christian tradition, accept
the irrationality of repentance and declare divine forgiveness an act of pure
grace. Kant himself was forced to resort to grace though the very concept
denies basic assumptions of his thought.20 This thinking may be responsible
for the bizarre penitential rites involving mortification of the flesh. Striving to
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atone for a misdeed that can't be changed, the pietists imagined greater and
more effective ways to damage themselves, the hopelessly guilty sinners.

Although most Jewish writers on repentance (with the notable excep-
tion of the Haside Ashkenaz)21 do not recommend ascetic, penitential prac-
tices,22 many of them focus on teshuva as a manifestation of divine benevo-
lence. R. Moshe Hayyim Luzzatto writes23 that true, untempered justice
would immediately punish the sinner and allow no chance for forgiveness.
In his view, the possibility of pardon reflects middat harahamim more than
middat hadin.

Rav Menahem haMeiri,24 among others, offers an explanation for the
necessity of teshuva, Man, by his very nature, occasionally fails. If there
were no possibilty of atonement, man would soon despair and abandon all
hope. This approach portrays teshuva as an indispensable concession; it
fails to explain how repentance can act positively. Such an approach cir-
cumvents the philosophic complaint but does not answer it.

Scheler counters that all the indictments of repentance rest upon a
"false notion of the internal structure of our spiritual Iife."25 They view our
existence as human beings just as we view objective time, like a flowing
river in which no later part of the river can exert any influence on a previ-
ous part. Time, however, is not one-dimensional and one-directional as far
as the human personality is concerned.

Every instant of our lives includes the past, present and future. Of
course, it is not the material reality of the past or future but rather the mem-
ory of the former and the anticipation of the latter. Who we are is, to some
extent, determined by how we look at events in our past and what our aspi-
rations are for the future. To be sure, from the perspective of historical reali-
ty, the past can not be altered; yet, as far as the human personality is con-
cerned, we can always change that part of ourselves that stands in relation
to the past.

Thus, the significance of any previous act remains continuously de-
pendent on how we relate to that act. Scheler writes that "We are not
merely the disposers of our future; there is also no part of our past life
which . . . might not be genuinely altered in its meaning and worth . . .'26
Each human life resembles a book in which the meaning of each chapter
only becomes clear with the reading of the final chapter.

II

. The Rav builds on this idea in explaining a problematic Talmudic passage
(Yama 86b). The Gemara presents two contradictory statements of R.
Shimon ben lakish regarding the greatness of repentance. One statement
claims that after teshuva, sins are accounted as if they had been committed
unintentionally; the other version states that the sins become converted
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into merits. The Talmud reconciles the two statements: the former refers to
one who repents out of fear while the latter refers to one who repents out
of love.

The radical notion that "sins become merits" demands an explanation.
As R. Shmuel Edels phrased it, "should the sinner benefit rfrom his transgres-
sions)?" We might understand that God would absolve the repentant sinner
of a punishment he had previously deserved; but why should his earlier
errors have positive value?

Rabbi Soloveitchik27 addresses this issue by posing a psychological
question: how does the repentant individual relate to his past filed with
iniquity. The Rav depicts two possible reactions. One option involves cut-
ting oneself off from one's past, neither thinking about it nor relating to it,
even treating it as if it were somebody else who had lived those events.
Indeed, many people prefer never to speak or think about entire areas of
their lives.

In the alternative case, baa/e teshuva do not attempt to erase their
past; their reaction is quite the contrary. They remember all their sins but
look back at them with a tremendous sense of regret. Knowledge of past
sins becomes a motivating factor in their repentance as the remorse they
feel drives them on to perform better in the future, to make up for years
wasted.

These two alternatives explain the two statements of R. Shimon ben
Lakish. People who react in the first way now view their sins as belonging
to someone else, as if they were involuntary transgressions. On the other
hand, those who chose the latter alternative continue to relate to their sins,
but turn those memories into a positive force. In this light the Gemara's
assertion that "sins convert into merits" means not that the sins change
metaphysically but that sins can serve a meritorious role in the forging of a
new personality.

Here, the Rav draws on Scheler's notion but moves a step further.
Rabbi Soloveitchik begins his explanation28 by mentioning the philosophic
problem of trying to blot out the past and responds, as Scheler does, that
memory and anticipation are crucial components of the human personality.
Having established that how people relate to their past affects who they are
now, the Rav outlines different possible relationships with the past. A sin-
ner's repentance is incomplete to the extent he or she stil identifies strong-
ly with his past. Within repentance, two options emerge and the option
chosen plays a significant part in the determination of character.

In the lecture presented, the Rav does not explain how those two
approaches to repentance correspond to the Talmudic distinction between
teshuva motivated by love and by fear. I would suggest that fear is more of
a movement of recoilng while love involves a movement of attraction.29
Whether the Talmud refers to fear of punishment or awe before the Divine,
the fearful personality disdains any associations that remind him of his terri-
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fying past. The loving personality, on the other hand, faces that past head
on and draws energy from his memories.

Another Talmudic passage can be interpreted along the lines of
Scheler's analysis. The Gemara (Kiddushin 4Gb) cites the statement of R.
Shimon bar Yohai that a person who has been righteous for a lifetime may
yet annihilate his merits by rebellng at the end of his life. The Talmud asks
"Let it be (deemed) a mixture of merits and sins?" Resh Lakish explained that
we refer to one who regrets his or her good deeds. If one can remake the
effect of his sins by looking upon them in a new way, conversely, one can
undo the nature of his merits as wel1.30 Strikingly, it is once again R. Shimon
ben Lakish speaking. In a way, this fourth-century amora anticipated Scheler
and pointed the way for the Rav some milennium and a half later.31

Where Scheler states that regrettng the past changes the human per-
sonality, the Rav explains how that change occurs. We have already
referred to general explanation: memory of misdeeds acts as a motivating
force. Rav Soloveitchik proceeds to develop in greater depth two positive
possible orientations for past sins.32 Firstly, negative traits such as anger and
jealousy have a certain aggressive dynamism that the more benevolent
characteristics, such as compassion, do not share. The repentant sinner,
having experienced the burning force of hatred, can learn to channel that
energy towards more positive traits. By the same token, the righteous indi-
vidual who never sinned will not experience this power and never employ
it. The Rav's second approach can best be understood by examining his
other writings, to which we shall now turn.

Scheler's concept of repentance is echoed in two of the Rav's signifi-
cant published works. In "The Sacred and the Profane,"33 Rabbi Solovei-

tchik explains kedushat zman as a qualitative approach to time. Time is not
to be experienced exclusively in quantitative measure like grains of sand
dropping into an hourglass or the ticks of a clock, which occupy a finite
moment and then vanish. Time is rather to be lived in terms of the values
and creativity exhibited in each moment. Hence, the akeda and matan
Torah are not merely historical events belonging to a distant past; they are
events that continue to live in our consciousness, and influence us daily.

The qualitative measure of time mandates recollecting the event and
analyzing its ramifications. "From the vantage point of the present, we first
evaluate the significance of the past."34 Frequently, we do not appreciate
the value of a particular event until its effects wear off and we notice some-
thing lacking.

This backward look constitutes the essence of repentance. "God from
afar fascinates one more than God in one's immediacy."35 We first appreci-
ate the wonder of closeness to God when we yearn for that c10sencss wc
once knew. Refusing to blot out the memory of his sin, the sinner recalls
the pain of being far from God to arouse in himself the desire to be close
again.
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Here again, the Rav depicts a repentance in which the way one looks
at his past defines who he is. In the first approach, the Rav spoke of chan-
neling the dynamism of previous transgressions; in this second approach,
the period of sin serves as a point of contrast to ilustrate to man how much
he has to gain in the realization of his spiritual potentiaL.

Most significantly, Rabbi Soloveitchik employs this theory of repen-
tance as an ilustration of the creativity of Halakhic Man.36 For the Rav, cre-

ativity represents an essential characteristic of Halakhic Man:

The most fervent desire of Halakhic Man is to behold the replenishment of
the deficiency of creation, when the real world will conform to the ideal
world, and the most exalted and glorious of creations, the ideal Halakha, will
be actualized in its midst. The dream of creation is the central idea in the hala-
khic consciousness-the idea of the importance of man as a partner of the

Almighty in the act of creation, man as a creator of worldsY

From this perspective, the Rav interprets numerous Jewish texts and
explains many mitzvot, including repentance, in a new light. Here, the
Schelerian view of repentance is cruciaL. If one views atonement as the
miraculous intervention of God against all logic, then man plays at best a
passive role in the process. Repentance would certainly not be so signifi-
cant a component of man's religious personality.

However, the Schelerian understanding of repentance shifts the focus
from God's activity to that of man. Repentance exhibits man at his most
creative, as he remolds and refashions his own personality. Rav Soloveitchik
points to the halakha that repentance is manifested by changing one's
name.38 Through repentance, man recreates himself and truly deserves to
be referred to by a different name.

It should be noted that Scheler's approach does not necessitate that
man attains forgiveness independently, that is, without any Divine assis-
tance. What his analysis accomplishes is to show how regret and remorse
function creatively and positively. Though man may call upon Divine benev-
olence to achieve atonement, he acts on his own in order to deserve that
bestowal of kindness.

A text of the Yerushalmi in Makkot found in the Budapest Geniza39
adds a new dimension to the discussion. In this version, the question
addressed to Wisdom and Prophecy regarding the fate of the sinner is
asked of Torah as welL. Torah responds "Let him bring a sacrifice and he wil
be forgiven." Even the biblical perspective sees human repentance as insuf-
ficient without the aid of sacrifice. At the conclusion of the discussion, God
declares that forgiveness depends not on a temple or sacrifices. It depends
on teshuva, a refashioning and remodeling of identity.

Wiliam Douglass Chamberlain, another thinker cited by the Rav,40
poignantly expresses the difference between atonement based on peniten-
tial rites and a repentance which transforms the personality:
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The difference in the two views lies in the fact that the Reformers place the
emphasis on the transformation of the whole mind, heart and wil of man,
while the Catholic view tends to leave the emphasis on the penitential prac-
tices of the sinner seeking pardon. In the latter view, the woods cannot be
seen for the trees: men lose their sense of sin in their preoccupation with sins.
This restricts repentance to particulars when it was intended to touch every
phase of life, thought and aspiration.41

The anthropological truth that both Rav Soloveitchik and Scheler seek

to capture is surely akin to that which Chamberlain identifies with the
Reformers. Like the Reformers, both view repentance as a transformation of
the personality. Yet Rav Soloveitchik does far more than merely offer a
Jewish version of Scheler. The Rav contributes toward greater understand-
ing of repentance from both a general and Jewish perspective.

From a general perspective, the Rav develops Scheler's ideas about
the positive effects of remorse with greater psychological depth and preci-
sion. Scheler never really explains how recallng sins benefits the personali-
ty. From a Jewish perspective, Rabbi Soloveitchik shows how this idea
coheres with and even explains in new ways well-known classical texts on
the subject. The Rav's work on the theme of teshuva stands out as a magnif-
icent example of how the integration of general and Jewish thought can
form a more profound understanding of the latter. Of course, the endeavor
to integrate distinct disciplines requires creativity. Thus, the very words with
which the Rav calls for the creative gesture are themselves a manifestation
of his own creative impulse.
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